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PAIR DISTRIBuriON FOR A CEIJ.-EODEL LIQUID 
The pair di.striliution function for a cell-model liquid has 
been derived by Lund1 :in the :form of' an :integral equation 1·rhich 
deperrls upon the cell-center distribution .function ar:rl the cell 
model. From this inteeral equation an appro::d.riate integral equa-
tion is obtained by substituting a function, which is linearly 
dependent upon the molecular pair distribution .function and a 
variable parameter :for the cell-center dist.ribution function. 
This approximate integral equation is solved :for the molecular 
pair distribution ani the variable parameter is shotm to deperrl 
upon the di.£f'erence between temperature and the critical tem-
perature. Although the exact numerical solution of' the mole-
cular pair distribution is not practical because of' a great 
number o:r arbitrary constants of' integration, the stability o:r 
phase can be noted above ani belot.r the critical point. The 
solution :for the molecular pair distribution function is shotm 
to agree with the Ornstein-Zernike theory in the neighborhood 
of the critical point. It is indicated that the long range 
order criticism of the cell model need not apply when the cell 
center pair distribution is not a regular lattice representation. 
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The fundamental problem of the science of materials is to 
predict the macroscopic properties of a substance in terms of the 
behavior of the microscopic constituents of that substance. 
This is to say, in the context presented here, that the thermo-
dynamic measurements made on a solid, liquid, or gas should be 
predicted from the interaction and the spac jal arra~ement of 
the molecules making up this substance. The gas phase is well 
explained due to the randomness of the spacjal arrangement of 
the molecules relative to one another. The solm phase is 
well explained by the periodicity of the molecular spacjal 
arrangement. In the case of the liqum phase, although great 
efforts have been made over the course of many years, no com-
plete, practical solution has yet been achieved. This is not 
to say that there has been little success in describing the 
thermodynamic properties of liquids, but the theories which 
give numerical results are often unphysical and the more rigor-
ous theories are often intractable when used to obtain numerical 
data. 
A criterion used to distinguish between the various states 
of rna tter has been the pair distribution function f (r). The 
expression 
~ 




is the number of molecules NR w·ithin the variable distance R from 
a given molecule acting as a center, where p 
0 
is the average 
nu:mber density. This expression defines the pair distribution 
function. For a monatomic liquid 1vith spherical molecules the 
pair distribution function has the form shatvn in figure 1. This 
function is available experimentally from x-ray2 or neutron? 
scattering data. The solid phase has a pair distribution func-
tion that is much more sharply peaked arxi these peaks are main-
tained for greater values of r. The pair distribution .function 
for the gas phase is a constant equal to the bulk density for 
all r beyond the radius of the reference molecule. It becomes 
clear that the liquid state is structurally some intermediate 
state 't·Thich is only partially ordered. 
In addition to the experimental data mentioned above, 
theoretical results may be compared to the artificial '•experi-
ments 11 of molecular dynamics 4 or Honte Carl~)' methods5. 
The theoretical approaches to the liquid problems fall into 
two broad categories. One general attempt has been that the 
liquid state is gas-like. A set of interconnected integrodiffer-
ential equations can be derived ani solved using the Kirkwood 
superposition approximation6-8• The set o:f equations is, in 
general, correct for all densities but the superposition approxi-
rnation is only accurate :for densities near those o:f dense gases. 
Recent~ a more :formal and rigorous approach has been put 
:forth making use o£ djagram techniques9 which make use o:f the 
.06 
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Figure 1. Molecular pair distribution function for liquid argon2. 
4 
mathematical theory of linear graphs by applying it to the :Hayer 
theory of imperfect gases 6. The mathematics of these approaches 
is formidable and practical numerical results are often impossible 
to achieve. 
The second general method has been a solid-like approach 
under a broad heading of "lattice theories 11 • The virtue of these 
approaches has been their mathematical tractability. This is 
achieved at the e:x;pense of physical rigor. In order to see the 
incorrectness of these lattice theories, consider the crystalline 
state as a point of departure. In a crystal each molecule is 
restricted to a "cell 11 formed by its nearest neighbors, with 
only rare excursions outside the cell. In contrast to this, each 
molecule in a dilute gas is free to wazxier over the entire volume 
of its container, i.e. the molecules of the gas share the volume 
of the container. This increased disorder of the gaseous state 
as compared to the more orderly crystalline state is termed 
"communal entropy11 6. Physically, the molecules of a crystal do 
not have this communal entropy possessed by the gas because they 
just do not have the additional freedom. The extent to which 
liquids have this communal entropy is not known and as a result 
a cellular.,picture of liquids is not physically sour.d. 
The cell model, as introduced by Lennard-Jones azxi Devon-
shire10 was one of the earliest attempts in forming a tractable 
model for the liquid state. Kirkwood 11 later demonstrated how 
the cell model partition function could be obtained from the true 
5 
partition function by well defined approx:Una.tions. The cor-
relation between cells is included in the cell-cluster theory 12. 
The hole theory for the liquid state is a refinement of the 
cell theory originally suggested by Eyring which amone other 
things decreases the undesirable long range order found in the 
cell theory. The hole theory is a forerunner of the more recent 
theory by Eyring 13, et. al. called the significant structures 
theory. Other recent improvements are the tunnel model14, the 
worm model15, and the improved free-volume theory 1 6• 
The major use of the cell model for a liquid has been to 
derive the partition function and .from it calculate the thermo-
dynamic properties of the .fluid. This is done without making use 
of the molecular pair dist.ribution function. Although the calcu-
lation of the thermodynamic properties from the molecular pair 
distribution can be performed, it is not efficient or accurate 
in the cell model .formalism. It is of major interest to derive 
the molecular pair distribution function directly from the cell 
model for a simple fluid. Derivations of this kind have been 
given by C.N. Wall17, G.S. Ruchbrooke18 , Terrence Hill19, J.S. 
Dahler2°, A.l:. Evseev21 , and L. H. Lund 1 • 
The -vrork presented here begins with a .ftu::rlamental relation-
ship between the molecular pair distribution function ~ (R) ani 
the cell center pair distribution I' c (R) which has been derived 
by Lurrl1. Richardson and Brinkley22, arrl J.S. Dahler20 have also 
ir.dependently derived relationships of this sort. 
6 
Actually, Dahler20 has calculated the molecular pair distri-
bution function £or the two non-correlation models that will be 
used here. As expected, his calculations show the cell method 
by its ver.r nature introduces artif'icial long range order into 
the liquid. The more e:xact theories of Kirkwood8 , Born and 
Green23, and Yvon24 give attenuations in the molecular pair dis-
tribution fUnction which are more rapid than this. Dahler's 
derivation, however, is dif'ferent than that used here and it is 
believed the method shown here is simpler and more amenable to 
calculation. 
Recently, Richardson and Brinkley22 have presented a vari-
ational form of the cell theory of multicomponent liquids :formu-
lated on the basis o:r the grar:d canonical ensemble. In this 
paper appears the results o:r a derivation o£ the pair distribu-
tion function :for the case in which each cell can contain at most 
one particle and the correlation between cells is ignored. Their 
derivation is quite similar to that used here and their expression 
:for the pair distribution fUnction is essentially equation II.l. 
The two derivations di:f:fer essentially in that Richardson and 
Brinkley use a Fourier series approach while in Lund's equation 
the corresponding expansions are made with Fourier integrals. 
Richardson and Brinkley do not, however, make any explicit cal-
culations using speci:fic cell models as is attempted here. As 
pointed out by Dahler, it is :felt that aside .from the intrinsic 
interest in pair distribution functions calculated :for a cell-
7 
model liquid these distribution functions mieht afford useful 
approximations for situations where experimental information is 
lacking - for example, in estimating the x-ray ani neutron dif-
fraction properties of certain liquids whose molecular pair 
distribution might be unknom1. 
CHAPTER II 
CELL liODEL THEORY AND TF..E PAIR DISTRIBUTION FIDJCTION 
In the forrnalism given by Ltmd 1 , the liquid is viet-red as a 
collection of N monatomic r.10lecules spa.1med by a virtual lattice 
of N cells each of volume A • Each molecule is allovred to move 
in a spherical:cy" synnnetric cell and ea.ch molecule is given a 
probability density p(r) such that a molecule is found at a 
point r fror1 its Oiffi cell center. The cell centers are given an 
average distribution in space j='c (R r) relative to one another. 
Figure 2 shm-rs hOi-r these distributions p (r) and r'c (R') 
geometrically determine the average spacial distribution p (R) 
of the molecules relative to one another. ;Uso, in fizure 2 a 
vector 
s = R' - R 
is sho-ltm. The vector s defines the position of a volllll1e element 
ds relative to the position of a given molecule uhich allatv-s an 
averaginG by an integratj_on of s over all volur1e. The ~c(R + s) 
.:md the ,P(R) fUnctions are the cell center pair distribution 
function and the molecular pair distribution respectiv~. 
Single occupancy of cells and no correlations bet•:-men cells uas 
assumed throuehout. This is to say that there is always one 
molecule in each cell and each molecule moves in its ceD_ inde-
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"t<rhere ds is an ele111ent o£ volume, the :i.:ntee;ra tion is over all 
volume, 
F ( I ) '3ft. J X 2. - - - -\S) = ~ (") exp(-ik·S)~k 
- -, 
ex p ( ~ k · r ) J\1"' (II.2) 
is the Fourier trans£orm o£ p(r) and :inteerated over the cell 
volume A , am x2(k:) :i.s the couplex conjugate of X(k) tirnes X(k). 
The equation II. 1 represents a smoothing o:r the ~ (R + s) over 
the cell volume, to obtain the /' (R). 
One goal o:r this -v1ork would be to calculate p(R) us ine 
dif:ferent cellular models such as those suggested by Luni 1 • 







2. An Einstein liquid with the molecule an iJ::deperxient 
isotropic oscillator of frequency y = kaTe/ h, 
TE = the Einstein temperature, kB = Boltzmann1s 
constant, h = Plank 1 s constant, so that 
where 
(-nv) , 2 = exp keT 
with m the mass of the molecule and T the absolute 
temperature and 
(Here k2 in the exponential is the k occurring in the 
Fourier transform of p(r) , not Boltzmann 1 s constant.) 
Equation II.1 affords two different approaches to the mole-
cular pair distribution function of the cell model liquid. First, 
as indicated above, a suitable p(r) is chosen for the cellular 
model am. ,Pc<i + s) is selected for the distribution o:r cell 
12 
centers. Calculations o:f this type have been per:formed usine; a 
di:f:ferent :formalism 19 arrl assuming the pell center distribution 
to be a :face centered cubic lattice. This approach results in an 
undesirable long range order closer to that o:f the solid state. 
Secondly, an approximate integral equation may be :formed by sub-
stituting a :function, which is linearly deperrlent. upon the mole-
cular pair distribution :function and a variable parameter 7\ :for 
the cell center distribution :function. It is this latter approach 
that we uish to develop here. 
The e:f:forts presented in the reroaind.er of this chapter are 
those o:f the author pertaining to the solution o:r the approx:iJrJCt te 
integral equation mentioned immediately above. The implications 
o:f the solution o:r tb.is approximate equation are given in rela-
tion to the structure o:f a cell-model liquid while in the next 
chapter the solution is examined in terms o:r its role in the 
stability of phase in the critical region. 
It can be expected tl:'k-=tt as a first approximation r'c (R) il1 
the scalar forw o:r the integral of equation II. 1 could be replaced 
by A f' (R) , where .i\ is a variable parameter independent of R and 
s, thus converting this equation into an integral equation for 
;o (R). The system is assumed to be isotropic thus allowing such 
a scalar description. 
Demonstrably. ~c (R) is not the same as /'(R) and 
,Pc (R) = 'A.f' (R) is not a good approximation. However, A (R) 
is expected to be generally s im:Uar to f' (R) and as will be shown 
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it is quite a good approximation near the solid phase. The 
molecular pair distribution .function is observed to be less 
sharply delineated than the cell-center pair distribution in 
equation II. 1 where the fi (R) is averaged over the cell volu..rne. 
Then, as an :llnprovement, a secorrl approximation can be made by 
letting ?c(R) = ?t N(R) + ;\ fJ (R) where N(R) is an even func-
tion approaching flo(1 - ?..)/?.. as R approaches in:rinity, where 
too is the macroscopic density. 
The corrective f'unctj_an N(R) is not explicitly def'ina:i here 
since only its general f'eatures are :llnportant in the argwnents 
that f'ollat..r. It is e.iq>ected that N(R) would add to {J (R) f'or 
values of' R near the f'irst :max:ilm.un of' jl (R) ani subtract from 
,P(R) larger values of' R :in order that equation I.1 would give 
consiste.nt results vrhen integrated over all volume. The range 
o:r :integration over scalar F(s) will be i'rom zero to infinity 
allowing N(R) to be chosen an odd function arbitrarily. Solu-
tions to these approximate integral equati.ons are sought using 
the cellular models re:terred to above. 
The substitution o£ a i'unction deperxlent upon~ (R) £or 
;Oc(R) is not as arbitrary as it might first seem. Dahler20 
has clearly shown that a lattice form £or the cell-center dis-
tribution gives urdesirable long range order £or the molecular 
pair distribution function. X-ray scattering data £or solids 
is quite different !'.rom that of liquids while the x-ray data 
from dense gases is qui.te sim11ar to that :ror liquids25. How-
14 
ever, the .free volume ai'.forded a molecule in a liquid is near that 
o.f a sol:id. This seems to itxlicate that the molecules o.f a liquid 
are to some extent restricted to a cell but the cells are not 
arranged in pure lattice positions26 •27. The implication is that 
a cell model liquid that is not a lattice model is closer to the 
truth than the cell models which assume the cell centers to be 
in a lattice arrangement. In .fact, L'Wld1 has computed ;<'c(R) .for 
liquid argon .from x-ray scattering data. Figure 3 shows clearly 
that the _r'c (R) compares closely with the ;0 (R) in the liquid 
region. In the solid region ;Oc(R) and ,I'(R) shoul.d be iden-
tical as equation II.1 shows when p(r) is taken as a delta .func-
tion. To clari..f'y tllis, let p(r) be isotropic with respect to 
r ar.d 
in scalar .form where S (r) is the Dirac delta .function. This is 
equivalent to saying physically that all molecules are i'oun:l at 
their cell centers, which is roughly the situation in the case 
o.f a solid substance. Equation II.2 yields a result o.f one i'or 
the value of' X(k) i'or the p(r) chosen here. The value of' F(s) 
is again a delta .function where x2(k) is one because all that 
has occured has been the taking of' the Fourier transform of' 
p(r), squaring it, ani taking its Fourier inverse. Using the 
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Clearzy as F(s) broadens from a delta function /'c(R) departs 
from the form of jO (R). The dif':ference between fOc (R) ani/) (R) 
can be viewed as a criterion for the distinction beb~een the 
fluid ani the solid states. 
It is also possible to show ;oc (R) = H(R,s) fO (R) by a sim-
ple argument of conditional probabilities, where M(R,s) ~ 1 for 
dense systems. 
The terminology used in the following discussion refers to 
the notation of figure 2. Considering ,P (R) as a point to point 
directional .function it may be written 
(II.5) 
which is interpreted as the probability of the i th molecule being 
at the position R relative to the jth molecule and it is equal to 
the corxiitiona.l probability of finding the i th molecule at a point 
R f'rom the jth molecule given the cell-centers separated by R1 ani 
the jth molecule at a point r f'rom its cell-center. Equation 
n. 5 may be rewritten 
;otRl = P[ R A R' ..... ?] 
P( R~" ~) 
17 
Asswning no interaction between cells or molecules in diff'erent 
cells 
P[R.' "~ J ~ PlR'] P(r] 
Now, 
In a similar manner 
:: P\R'ARAr-] 




Eliminating P(R 1 A R 1\ r) between II.6 arxl II.7 it is f'ound that 
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Equation II.8 is a pomt to pomt equation that reJ.ates the same 
quantities as equation II.1. Equation II.1 is an integral form 
for equation II.8 with the additional feature that the equation 
II.1 is in a form such that P(R)/P(R + s) is determmed by an 
averagmg over aJJ. (s). In the case of a solid, the ratio is 
clearly one, wh:Ue in the liquid phase the ratio is variable 
ani deperxls upon R and s. 
All of these arguments listed above would terxl to indicate 
that the linear dependence of ,Pc (R + S) upon ,tO (R) is a valid 
assumption. For these reasons it is assumed that in scalar form 
where 
~ ( R) ~ A ,?<Rl (I + Gu~ij 
~ /\ f(f{) + 7t NlR) 
N (R) =. (J(R) G(~) 
(II. 9) 
and G(R) is an unspecified .function that is taken to be zero in 
the first order approximation and some correction fUnction depen-
dent upon R in the case of the secorx:l. order approximation. 
An equation similar to equation II.1 has been derived by 
A.M. Evseev by a different method. He, however, simply approxi-
mated ;ocCR) by _r'(R) to obtain an integral equation for ~R). 
19 
He gives a solution to his approximate integral equation, but 
only for the case of the free molecule in a spherical cell. 
The first order approximate integral equation of this work 
is now examined. The system is assUllled isotropic allowing R arxi 
s to be considered as scalar quantities. Equation II.1 is greatly 
simplified by a proper choice of a system of coordinates, in this 
case, bipolar coordinates. As shown in figure 2 the positions 
of the ith molecule ani the jth molecule separated by a distance 
R are chosen as the two origins with the variables being defined 
in figure 2. The element of volume is first a circular ring of 
cross section d.x dy arx:l radius y. It is noted from figure 2 that 
s2 = x2 + y2, 
r2 = y2 + (R - x) 2 , 
R1 = r, 
and 
ds = dV = 2 )T ydxdy 
Equation II.1 is written 
eo,.~ 
,P(R} = 2.71"' J s ~ (r) F (S) ~ c\)( J.1. 
o .. co 
A transformation of this integral from the Cartes ian coordinates 
x ard y to the bipolar coordina. tes r and s may be accomplished by 
the use of the Jacobian of r, x, s, ani y which is 
20 
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cl'j d'j • 
Such a transformation yields 
(t:) \ R+s\ 
;<> (R):: ~ J J a (.Y') F(s) s y- Js J.r 
o ' (II.10) R-r( 
with the integration over s forming a spherical shell of thickness 
dr, radius r, arrl centered at the origin o:r r then the integration 
of' r is over all voJ.wne. Then assuming 
ard letting 
r ('(r) = w ( r) 
the following first order approxima. te integral equa. tion f'or 
f>(R) is obtained 
o:>\R-t-r\ 
w (R) = l.'rr:AJ J s w l ~) F ~5) c\s A"<'. (II.11) 
o l f\-r\ 
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Now apply:i,ne Leibnitz 1 s rule for dif.ferentiat:Lng an mtegral 
~(X) 
~0<.) : J f lX;t) ..\ t 
o((')(.) 
1-.Tith respect to x: 
fo(l() 
j '< 'l{ > : J !x foc,-t).l t t f[ x, ,131.x>] ~(x) - fcx, o/tl(JJ otbo , 
o((~) 
the above equation for ~(R) becomes 
cv'<.R) = 2.'ll'~r··lf~+f') W(.r) F< l{+r) c\ r 
C) 
()() 
- .m~ ~ (R-'d w(f') F (R -r) ~ r 
0 
(II.12) 
where w (R) = R ;0 (R). Through the application o.f integral trans-
.form techniques the solution to this first order approximate 
homogeneous integrodifferential equation will be shown to have 
the necessary features of the molecular pair distribution .function 
in the liquid state. 
Takine the Fourier trans.form of both s~es of equation II.12 
and changing the ,G>rder of integration yields 
i«> 'HlO 
- z. < k ...Q ll\l = lllf)'rt. " { wer) J e~k\RT..-) FlR-w-)d.R c\ .... 
~ -ao 
- t 'lJI) ~ i\ I={ 1'") fe•k ~ (R. -.,.)fi.tt.-r\J.~;·13) 
-CD .. m 
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w·here ..(L (k) is the Fourier transform of w (r). Substituting 
t' = R + r and t = R - r equation II.1J becomes 
-,.co '\>CO 
~ "l..l k. ..0.. h.)" (J.lr) \ >. I W\.'") e. -<.kr J...--I e •~i, l t' F( t ·~ .l t' 
- tz..tr)1h :~ ld e~'V.r A~"'{:i.~t L t ~ <.t) 1 H. 
-co 
The subsidiary equation is now 
(II.14) 
where K(k) is the Fourier transform of tF(t). Now 
-!Lt- \() 
ani letting k = -k 
These equations eliminate .0.. (-k) :from equation II.14 1-1hich nmr 
becomes 
n_ (k) r k"- i. ""o KL·I<) ti.. k~o K (. v.) 





The denominator is al-v.;rays :finite so only the nura.erator of' II.15 
is of' mterest. 
It novr becomes necessary to silllplif'y K(k) in order to proceed 
in evaluating equation II.15. Equation II. 2 is expressed in scalar 
.form as 
C'O I\ ,.rr 
F<s) :(~)3 j i r X\~) 
0 0 0 
-C.ks co~e 
e kt. si~e d.t c\.e~~ 
which may be written 
From the def'inition of' K(k) it is seen that 
+«:> 




3tz.. X 'l K lkl :: ~(il{) " (k) . 
(II.16) 
It .follows that K(k) = -Ktk). The meaning.ful part of equation 
II.15 may be simplified by using equation II.16 so that 
(II.17) 
I.f J1.. (k) has a value it can only be .for values o.f k for w·hich the 
factor 
(II.18) 
in order that the product is zero. Since k is the transform 
variable o.f the Fourier transform it is in general a complex 
number and as a result it is the complex zeros of equation II.18 
that are of interest. For a variety of homogeneous differential 
or integral equations the complex roots of .factors accompanying 
the transform o.f the solution o.f the problem are discrete roots 
and the transform o.f the solution can be written as an ordinary 
sum of Dirac delta .functions of complex argument. For the prob-
lam considered here, the discrete roots case woul.d give 
Jl ( k) - t c J ~ ( 1<. - kj) 
j : ' 
25 
where each C j is some arbitrary constant associated with the 
given kj• The Fourier inverse o£ such an expression yields 
•co 
Rj=>( R> = (- t.'.,.. fh J !c. 
. -' J ~- . 
-eo 
(II.19) 
where C j and 6 j are constants. The ;0 (R) shown here ha.s the 
necessary features of the liquid state in that it ha.s an asymP-
totic form e.xp(- p R) /R and an oscillatory factor in the cosine. 
Although equation II.19 can be shown to be a solution to equation 
II.12 it is not the complete solution to the proble~ The 
equation II.18 which specifies the various kj 1s contains a term 
x2(k) which is the !'unction X(k) times its complex conjugate 
making equation II. 18 a real .function of a complex variable 
k=a(.-\.(3. 
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The roots of equation II.18 actually are a continuum of points 
rnald..ng up a curve in complex space vlhich it.self depends on the 
va.lue of the parameter " • This may be seen in figure 5 1-.rhich 
shmm the contour r of points makine up this conti.numn of roots 
as a path of intersection of the surface x2(k) :i..n con.plex space 
uith the 1/i\ plane. The general features of figure 5 are the 
same for both models mentioned above. 
Because of this contirru.um of points the discrete sum is not 
proper and can not express all of the sig1Lificant zeros of equation 
II.18. In order to properly account for all the zeros of equation 
II.18 ...()_ (k) may be written 
A· k J ( k~ - k) J J 
(II.20) 
u'here the kj lie on the contour rani ~ (k 1 j - k) is the Dirac 
delta function of a cornplex argument. In figure 4 the contour 
r is divided up into segments by points ko' k1 ' k2' • 
making up a sequence vlith the k 1 j be:ing some point on r between 
k j and h:j_1 arrl 
A ·k = k. - k. 1 J J J- ( j = 1, 2, • • • , n). 
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/3 
Figure 4. A typica~ r contour in the complex plane. 
Xfkl \ \ 








Figure 5. A diagram of the x2(k) surface 
in complex space intersected 







Figure 6. r contours for various values of A • 
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The C j 1 s of the discrete sum are now taken as an arbitrary con-
tinuous function C(kj) "t-rith the sum being accounted for by lettmg 
the C(k 1 j) be the value of the :function at some interior point 
k 1 j over the range 4 jk arrl sl.llUlned in the li.m.it as n-. oo. To 
do this type of sum the contour r must be finite in length in 
order for the .A jk to be infinitesimal in the limit. The con-
tour is cut off at some value kn such that f/, n is large, in 
turn, for large values of j3 n the e:x;ponent:ials of equation II.19 
are very small. Only positive values of (3 are cons:idered because 
increasing exponentials in equation II.19 are not pnysically 
acceptable. 
Taking the Fourier inverse of equation II.20 
which in the lhnit becomes 
then changing the order of integration 
~00 
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where the C (k) is some arbitrary i'unction of k. Equation II. 21 
is the solution of the first order approximate equation. 
It is possible to deiOO:nstrate that the solution n.21 is 
convergent, unique, ani satisfies the integrodifferential equation 
II.12 subject to the condition on the values of complex k given 
in II.18 for a given A. The convergence of equation II.21 follows 
from the convergence of a Fourier integral of a fUnction since 
equation II.21 can be expressed as Fourier transform of a func-
tion dependent upon C(k). W11en equation II.21 or equation II.19 
is substituted into the original equation II.12 it is able to 
satisi'y it, only subject to the condition that the k1s have values 
determined by equation II.18 for the particular val.ue of ~ used. 
The uniqueness of the f:irst order solution given in equation II.21 
can be shown by the fact that the difference between two solutions 
tV 1 (R) and w 2 (R) is always zero. 
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Complete determination of the first order solution expressed 
by equation II.21 is thwarted because of the arbitrary function 
C(k) which is analogous to the constants of integration C. in the 
J 
discrete case mentioned in equation II.19. It is possible to 
obtain a general deper:dence of the asymptotic expansion o:r ,P(R) 
:for large values of R. The thermodynamic interpretation o:r the 
results of the asymptotic expansion o:f ,,(R) are given later in 
Chapter III. 
In order to proceed with an inspection o:f the asymptotic 
behavior o:f fl(R) it is necessar.y to quote a theorem28: 
Let g and h be :functions on the interval (a, b) 
for which the integral :r (x) exists :for each suffi-
ciently large positive R, let h be real, continuous 
at t = a • continuously differentiable for a<t<a+n, 
n>o, ani such that h 1<o :for a.ct<a+n, h(t)~h(ai-t• 
~o, for a+n~tsb; suppose that h 1 (t)Na(t-a)"'- and 
g(t)..,b(t-a)l-1 as t,.a, J>o, lr>O: then 
b "'I f R \\c-t> ., y ) IY R nto.> 




whererC~)is the well lmown gamma. function. 
Equation II.21 can be put into a form such that equation II.22 
will apply. It is necessary to observe :for the isotropic os-
cillator that equation II.18 with k =tl. -i{J gives directly a 
relationship between o( and (3 :for a given val.ue of ;\as 
JJ 
(II.2J) 
A very similar relationship exists .for the case o.f the uni.form 
sphere model but it is not available in closed .form. For con-
venience only, the isotropic oscillator case is stated here, 
however all statements generally apply to the uni.form sphere 
model. 
Using equation II.2J, equation II.21 becomes 
00 







where ~ is a constant. The arbitrary nature o.f C (k) will not 
allow complete determination of the .factor r( ~)or the exponent 
"'tjy in equation II. 22. However, it is possible to gain useful 
information from equation II. 22 with respect to the exponential 
order of the asymptotic .form of the molecular pair distribution 
function. For all values of ";\ > 1 the (a) is the point 0( 0 of 
figures 5 aiXi 6 aiXi for all such values o.f 0( 0 
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0. 
Equation II.22 indicates that for 1\.>1 
(J(R) rv (ll.25) 
where ~ is some unknown constant. When ~ < 1 the value of 
a :::: o( is such that 0 
as is seen in figure 6 and equation II.22 now yields 
,P( R) rv -;aR e (R~oo) 
(II.26) 
for the asymptotic form of the molecular pair distribution i'unc-
tion. These results are discussed in Chapter In. 
Kirkwood29, in an early work, fo'Wld the same general form 
for the molecular pair distribution £unction of a monatomic liquid 
as shown here by equations II.19, II.21, and II.26. Since then, 
this form has come to be 1.-ridely accepted as portraying the short 
range order that is uniquely found in the structure of the liquid 
state (See figure 1). Kirkwood's development is quite dif.ferent 
and an important distinction is .founi in these results. The 
3.5 
complex roots kj found by Kirkwood are discrete, whereas in the 
development presented here the roots kj are a continuum. This 
continuum, again, is the result of the intersection of a sur-
face represented by x2 (k) intersecting the 1 / ;;-. plane in a com-
plex space. In the previously mentioned case of the spherical 
cell of uni.form probability the .functional dependence of 0{ 
and f3 is represented in figure .5 and 6 for several typical 7\ 1s. 
The locus of points making up the contour of intersection of the 
1 /~ plane arx:l the x2(k) in the isotropic oscillator model is 
given by 
(11.27) 
The corresponding representation of the Einstein liquid with the 
molecule as an independent isotropic oscillator can also be re-
presented by figures .5 and 6. 
A formalism is nmv available for the calculation of the 
molecular pair distribution function for any plausible cell-
model. An estimation of the Cj 1s of equation II.19 or the C(k) 
o:f equation II. 21 may be provided by using x-ray2 or neutron3 
scattering data :for monatomic liquids arxi by employing a least 
squares :fitting. Such an estimation would allow the complete 
solution o:f :first order aqua tion for the molecular pair distri-
bution am in addition it would allow the determination of the 
e~onent ~/v in the asymptotic form given by equation II.25 
and II. 26. The value of this exponent is discussed in Chapter III. 
In the foll~ving discussion of the estimation of the C(k) function 
it is necessary to consider it as being divided up into p inter-
vals 111Tith the same value C j over the 1-rhole jth interval. 
Let equations II.19 and II. 21 be -vn-itten 
(II.28) 
where 
and the sum is over p points of 
along the contour r described by equation II. 18. Writing equation 
II. 28 in matrix form 
c P~tl (II.29) 
1i>There 
,ot ~ .) c. 
c1. P( R,_) 
F!~, .. c - • - • ' • • 
• t px\ • 
,o(R .. ) c"' 
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and. ~ (R, ,~,,(3,) f(R, ,ol~,~~) • • • f~ R.lol,, 13,) 
f( R'l.,«,, p, ) • 
)\= • • 
• V\1..f • 
• 
• 
• • • 
-\( r<~ tXp,f?Jp) 
The least squares condition on an estimation of the C j 1 s is 
(II.JO) 
where C is the esti.mated C and XT is the transpose of X. !·latrix 
multipling both sides of equation II.JO by the matrix inverse of 
xTx 
-J T 
C = (X'X) X P. 
(II.J1) 
Therefore, by bu:Uding the matrix X for n values of R arrl p values 
of o(. arrl (3 along r arrl using n points of an experimentally deter-
mined p (R) to form the P matrix it is possible to determine 
numerically the p values of the Cj 1s. The question of the proper 
J8 
value o:f ?\ to use 1-1ith a ~iven set of ex;per:Unentally deter1nine 
points for ,..0 (R) requires ::\ to be explained in terms of ther-
modynamic variables. This is done in Chapter III. Due to the 
deperrlence upon experimental data it is felt that the numerical 
computation of to (R) would not be as valuable as in the case of 
an assumed ;0 c (R). 
To support and clari£.y the first order solution given above, 
it is interesting to approximate the first order solution by a 
Taylor series, letting l"c(R + s) =~/'(R + s) and expandine; 
;::; (R + s) about s = o then equation n.1 becomes 
p< R+s > ~ ;o<R> i v ;o<.~ l · s + t, v?olR) (s ·J '> -t · • ... 
(II.J2) 
Substitut~ equation II.32 into equation II.1 
integrated over all volume and F(s) and ds have the same meaning 




Notine tbat F(s) is isotropic an:l a sharply peaked ±'unction at 
s = o the second term of the series is zero because V;oc(R)•s 
when integrated over the cell volume with the F(s) yields a null 
result. It was pointed 9ut earlier that F(s) is sharply peaked 
at the origin, in fact it approaches a delta ±'unction for dense 
systems, which suggests that a Taylor expansion about s = o is 
a reasonable approximation. Equation II.J4 can be put into 
scalar form because of the usual isotropy and the resulting 








ani D is a constant. This is in reasonable agreement with the 
asymptotic form of the complete first order solution given by 





Hart3° has derived an equation simil.ar to II.)4 in 1-1hich he 
kept the terrr1s of a linear expansion of the pair coorelation 
function up to the fourth deriYc<.tive and obtained essentially 
the same result as equations II.J5 a:rrl II.;6. F..art 1s Hork Has 
based on self-consistent thermod.ynarr1ic :methodoloGY capable of 
describing the inhomogeneous states of a syster.1 and did not 
assume any cellular-model as is the case here. 
This completes the discussion of the solution of the first 
order approximate equation. 
The secorrl order approximation {J c (R) = i\ N (R) + .i\ p (R) 
mentioned. earlier is substituted into equation II.11 and again 
differentiated yieldine 
Q) 
w'<. p,)" 'Z.1T i\ J [ V' N (r) + W(Y'~ ( R +V") F ( R H) .l V' 
0 
CD 
~ ~.li'A l [ r Ncr) -t- w(.\")](R-r) f(R-r) .ll"" :rr.J?) 
0 
Takine the Fourier transform of both sides of equation II.J7 
and using the sarne substitutions t = R - r arrl t' = R + r as in 
equation II.13 the ;following is obtained 
- , , k.a.<k l =tz.71' ~ ~r N c-k> K(lc) -N {k) K c K) 
+.ll.(-k) KlK) - !l{k) K,(v.)] 
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where N(k) is the Fourier transf'orm of' RN(R) and .1l (k) and K(k) 
are the same as :first order solution. Solv:ing :for.{). (k) yields 
-.CL~K) = I{t\<) [N<-t<l- N(k) + .Q(-K) ) 




Lett:ing k = -k w:Ul def':ineJ}. (-k) ar:d repla.cing.Jl. (-k) m equation 
II.J8 remembering that 
K(k) = -K(-k) 
gives the second order subsidiary equation to be 
_Q (k} " K (\:) LN (k) - N H.) J 
Cok - K(k) 
• 
Using equation II.16, equation II.J9 becomes 
.(L(Id =- v. X~~e) lN tK) -N (~k)] 




~rhere N(k) -N(-k) is 2N(k) when N(r) is assmned to be an odd 
function making rN(r) an even function. The Fourier inverse 
of II.40 gives the solution 
(II.41) 
where C is a constant. The computation of this integral is 
again hampered because the integrand is nonanalytic and its 
poles are not isolated. The behavior of equation II.40 for 
small values of k is of interest in terms of phase stability 
as will be discussed in Chapter III. In Chapter III, equation 




where 13 is a constant for small values of k. 
In either case the solution has a general form 
(II.42) 
where S is the set of all k such that equation II.18 is satisfied. 
Equation II.42 has the proper features characteristic of the 
liquid state25,4S :Ln that :it has a decay !'actor of' exp(-/l R) /R 
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w·ith f3 a constant ani an oscillatory factor in the form of 
cos( "" R + s) with o( ani a constants. AB mentioned earlier, 
the explicit calcuJ..ation of (0 (R) must depen::i upon a statistical 
study of experimental data in order to account for the innumer-
able arbitrary constants. This is not practical in view of the 
fact that p (R) could be directly computed from II. 1 with an 
assumed Pc (R) that may or may not be a regular lattice fUnction. 
It is noteworthy that the fJ(R) of the approximate integral 
equations II. 12 or II. 37 is expected to be a function intermediate 
to the tt-1o curves p (R) an::i fOe (R) shown in figure 3. Figure 3 
shows the Lurrl results :for the f> (R) am the ~(R) as calculated 
from x-ray scattering data showing the ~ (R) to be slightly higher 
in the region of the first maximum. Equation II.1 indicates how 
the Pc(R) is smoothed in the integration to get the ;O(R). Since 
the two curves are quite similar the solutions of the approximate 
equations should be vary nearly the same as those shown in :figure 
). The arbitrary constants of II.19 or II. 21 woul.d easily allow 
the ,..O(R) to be such a function of short range order in contrast 
to the usual long range order of the cell theory with a lattice 
distribution for the cell centers. The purpose here being that 
long range order is not a necessary consequence of the cell 
theor,y of liquids but a manifestation of the assumed cell center 
pair distriliution function. A cell-center distribution function 
which has short range order am resembles the molecular pair dis-
tribution .i'unction is probably closer to the truth. In the case 
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of a solid, the cell-center distribution fUnction is identical 
to the molecular pair distribution fUnction vrhile in the case 
of a liquid there is a small difference approximated here by an 
arbitrary function N(r). 
It may be necessary to note that this approach to the struc-
tural properties of the cell model, i.e. where the cell-center 
pair distribution is not a lattice fUnction, in no way changes 
the standard methods of forming the partition function and 
calculating the thermodynamic properties. 
The cell-model for liquids as presented here is still sus-
ceptible to many criticisms. The point presented here is that 
a cell-model liquid does not necessarily have long range order 
and it is not necessary to have vacant cells or holes to remove 
this long range order. Hildebrand has listed the criticisms26,27 
to any cell or lattice type model of a liquid quite completely. 
The "tvork presented here is able to reduce the number of these 
flaws. For evidence against the existence of any lattice struc-
ture or lattice fragments or holes, Hildebrand, among others, 
cites: 
1. X-ray scattering by gallium with the same sample and 
apparatus of a solid powder at 22°0 and of liquid at 
30.5°0 with the latter giving no trace of the well-
marked lines of the forrner31• 
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2. The eyj$tance of supercooled liqu~ P4 from the meltine 
po:int, 44.1°C as far as -71°C was found by Hildebranl 
arrl Rotariu32 and it remained so at room temperatures 
"for months at a time". They wrote: 
The ability of the liquid to survive such lmr 
temperatures may be expla:ined in part by the com-
paratively small free energy of the process in the 
light of the small heat of fusion. But the fact 
that the pure liquid persists indefinitely at room 
temperatures shm-Ts that the barrier against crys-
tallization is a very real and effective one, and 
seems to show the inadequacy of the assumption so 
often made in dealing with the liquid state that 
the structure is quasi-crystalline, being either 
that of a slizhtly mussed up, close-packed solid, 
or a regular lattice, 1-rith holes here arrl there. 
One llOuld think that phosphorus 1-10uld not remain 
liquid so long if crystallization could be started 
simply by a fet.v molecules moving into adjacent 
holes. 
3. The temperature coefficient of diffusion at constant volume 
for I 2 in cc1 4 1-ras measured by Haycock, Alder, and Hilde-
brand.JJ. They have vJritten: 
This investigation was undertaken in the hope 
of testing the relative applicability of two models 
of diffusion; the one, in 'tifhich a molecule moves 
into an adjacent hole, the other in 1-rhich two mole-
cules have sufficient kinetic energy in opposite 
directions to exchange places, overcoming repulsive 
forces and pushing nei.ghboring molecules aside. In 
the :first model it is frequently assumed that the 
rate-determining step of diffusion is the formation 
of the hole, and hence the activation energy for 
diffusion is determined by the energy necessary for 
this process. Furthermore, 1-rith this mode, the 
diffusion depends predominantly upon the nwnber of 
holes ani hence, at constant volume, when the num-
ber of holes presumable remains constant, the 
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dif~sion coe£ficient should be near~ independent 
o:r temperature. 1-lith the secon:::l model, the average 
kinetic energy of the molecules ani t,herefore their 
ability to surmount the repulsive potent:UU barrier 
(should) increase with temperature. .AJ.so, the 
Greater fluctuation o£ nearest neighbors increases 
the probability of finding lo1-1er potential bc'1.rriers 
·to overcome. On this model one would expect an 
appreciable temperature coefficient o£ diffusion 
at constant. volrune. In the case vie have investigated., 
( rJ ln D/ t:i T)~ at one atmosphere and 2~C is 0.0185, 
and ( o 1n D/ dT)v is o.OOJ4. These may be co~cu-ed. 
vrith the temperature coe.f.ficient of the kinetie 
energy, 1v-hich is equal to 0.00335· 
4. Part:L=tl molal volumes o:r iodine in liquids with holes o:r 
di£:ferent size were studied by Hildebrand arxi Shinoda34. 
The size o.f holes in a lattice or o.f dislocations in a 
mosaic structure should depend upon the respective sizes 
o:r the molecules composing the liquid, provided they are 
symmetrical; molecules o:r srrall size, should :find holes 
more nearly ready to acco~~odate them in a solvent with 
large molecules than in one with much smaller molecules. 
Their results show that "the iodine molecules evidently 
must dig their own holes"; they do not :find in siloxane 
holes partly ready to receive them which are three times 
as large as holes in carbon tetrachloride. 
5. The extensive studies o:r Dahler am Hirsch:feldez-3.5 on 
an "improved" :free volume theory o:r liquids also :found 
the regular lattice structure arxi hole concepts to be 
un:fa vorable. They wrote in sUIJmlB..ry: 
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We fin:l that the isotherrns derived from this 
theory resemble continuations of the crystalline 
isotherms and agree neither with the J:.lonte Carlo 
nor with the experimental isotherms for liquids. 
Furthermore, the results of our calculations are 
not in accord with those obtained by the method 
of Lennard-Jones and Devonshire. A major factor 
contributing to this f'ailure of the cell theory 
is the artificially high degree of order built 
into the model. Although it has often been sup-
posed that this order could be disrupted by intro-
ducing holes or empty cells into the theory, we 
find that the slight increase of entropy which 
accompanies the introduction of such a hole is 
more than off'set by the enormous amount of energy 
required for its production. There£ ore, the cri-
terion of the thermodynamical stability based upon 
the f'ree energy £unction does not f'avor a large 
number of holes. As a consequence of this the 
introduction of holes will not signif'icantly alter 
the theoretical estirr~tes for the thermodynamical 
properties. 
6. The "molecuJ.ar dynamics methods" of Alder and Wainwright4 
which use electronic computers offers evidence concerning 
the structure o£ liquids. Alder writes to Hildebrarrl27: 
Our :tvfolecul.ar Dynamics studies give no support 
to the lattice concept o£ the liquid state. ;~ 
you know, by following the trajectories o£ the 
molecuJ.es arrl projecting them on the screen, we 
can "see" the transitions between the solid ar:d 
the liquid state. The solid is regul.arly ordered, 
with excursions from lattice po:ints tak:ing place, 
but they are never large enough £or the molecules 
to escape. The trans it ion occurs when such an ex-
cursion is simultaneously accompanied by movement 
o£ surround:ing molecules out o£ the way. Once this 
has happened, the whole region becomes disorganized • 
a.r.rl subsequently no discernible order is present, 
ar.rl no hol.es can be observed. The system uzxlergoes 
rardom motions, ani if one observes it during very 
:few collisions, a molecule remains, o£ course, sur-
rourded by its neighbors, but never :for very long. 
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As the density is decreased, it remains surrounded 
by the same neighbors during even .fewer collisions. 
Di.ff'usion takes place by a rarrlom walk with very 
small steps, and certainly not by jumping :from hole 
to hole. 
It is :felt that the cell-model theory as presented here and 
in the previous work by Lurxi 1 bas thrown light on the structural 
properties o£ cell-model liquids in such a way as to at least 
obviate if not el:i.nW:late the criticislllS listed above. The cell-
model theory presented here does not require a discrete regul.ar 
periodic lattice .for the positions o.f the cell centers, hence 
no long range order arrl no holes or vacancies are required to 
break up the ~ong range order. The mathematical tractability 
o.f the celluar approach makes it important to investigate its 
limitations as care:f.'ully as possible. A proper choi.ce o:f the 
cell center pair distribution will do away with the need .for 
holes while maintaining an appropriate degree o:r rar.donmess in 
the molecular pair distribution .function. 
CHAPTER III 
PHASE STABILITY AND THE CRITICAL REGION OF A CELL-MODEL LIQUID 
The availability of the various roots of equation II.9 is 
quite use:rul in the discussion of phase stability arxl the identi-
fication of the criticaJ. point in the various ce11 roodeJ.s of the 
liquid sta. te as applied in this formaJ.ism. The thermodynamic 
meaning of the parameter ~ can be stated and as "' is varied from 
a vaJ.ue greater than one to a vaJ.ue less than one the liquid is 
shovrn to pass f'rom an unsta.b1e to a stable condition with respect 
to thermodynamic phase. When i\ is equal to one the modeJ. :is in 
a transition region shown to be the critical region. The ce11 
model concept used in this discussion is not capable of' describing 
the behavior of' the f'luid at the critica1 po:int but is to be 
viewed onl.y in terms of' the f'luid near the critical point. large 
f'luctuations of' the density at the critical po:int wilJ. allow mole-
cules to escape their cells on a large scale thus breaking up any 
cellu.ar arrangement. Direct ca1cuJ.ation of the critical point is 
possible in the f'ormal cell theory once the partition f'unction Z 
is derived. Then the Helmholtz f'ree energy 
F = U- TS 
is def'ined by 
F = -kT l.og Z 
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arrl the pressure computed by 
(III.1) 
From. .figure 7 it can be seen that 
{U)/ 0 
and (dtp) = 0 (III.2) 
d vz. T 
• 
Equations III. 1 arrl III. 2 are su.f:ficient to determine the critical 
point o.r a substance. Below, the results o:r some typical calcula-
tions are SUI!liila.I'ized along with expermental data in :figure 8. 
Critical opalescence has long been associated with large 
:fluctuations in density occuring in a :fluid near its critical 
point. This phenomena is the result o:r the strong scattering o:r 
light which arises :from the :fluctuations :1n density exte:rxiing 
over a distance comparable to the wave length o:r the inc1.dent 
radiation. The classical theory :for this type o:r scattering was 
developed by Ornstein arrl Zernike36• They :found the intensity 
o:r the scattered light to be a secorxi-power deperxlence on :fre-
quency at the critical point in contrast to the :fourth-power 
dependence (Rayliegh scattering) :for a dilute gas. The scat-
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Figure ?. Schematic isotherms ·for a simpl.e i"l.uid. 
























small values o£ k, as 
c 
(III.J) 
where C and (a) are constants and •(k) is the Fourier trans-
i'orm of' the molecular pair distribution :function as used 
earlier in Chapter II and 
·~ = 4lt . \ "' 
" i\ SlV\ Y~t:1 
where e is the angle between the incident and the sea ttered 
beams. (Here~ :is the wave length of' the scattered radiation.) 
This i'orm i'or the scattering :intensity yields by a Fourier :in-
version the well-known result 
( R ___.. c:x>) . (III.4) 
The range (a) is related to the :isothermal compressibility 
K = j_ (de) 
T fo dp 'T = A ot (III.5) 
where A is a constant and Tc the critical temperature. From 
the critical isotherm in Figure 7 it is clear that the com-
pressibility becomes inf'inite at the critical point. Thus 
a.(T) ~ 0 
as (IIIo6) 
causing the pair distribution !'unction to become 
( R ~oo , T = 1 e.) . 
(III.7) 
The range a(T) mentioned by Zernike36 a:rxi othersJO,J7 ,38 is of 
the form 
where 
cf{T) ~ (, l T -T~) 
..(t T~ 
j \'" '1. ~ t.r") ~ v 
5 tlY) ~~ 
(III. B) 
(III.9) 
ani ~ (r) is the intermolecular potential.. The length (.) is 
de£i.ned as the range of molecular interaction between two mol.ecu1es. 
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r.:ore recent work has clarified the validity o:f the Ornstein-
Zernike results. Extensive revievrs o:f current exper:imental and 
theoretical progress on the validity o:r the Ornstein-Zernike 
theory have been written by H.E. Fishez39 and I-:arshall F~nan40. 
1·=.s. Green41 1·ras the :first to question the Ornstein-Zern:il<:e theory 
Hith respect to the prediction o:f p (R) rv1 /R at T = Tc. 
Green based his arguments on an integral relation :for the pair 
correlation £unction derived by cluster diagram summation tech-
niques. Stillinger and Frisch42 applied Green 1 s amlys is to 
t:t·ro dimensional systems. E. E. Fisher39 disagrees with both the 
Ornst,ein-Zern:il-<:e method in tr.vo dinensions an::l the application o:f 
Green's arguments :for t~rro dimensions because they are not in 
agreement -vrith rigorous results obtained by Onsager ani Kau.frnan43. 
It notv appears that at the critical point there is reasonable 
doubt to the validity o:f the Ornste:Ln-Zernjj<:e results. Hmrever, 
a"tvay .from the critical point, but in the region -vrhere the com-
pressibility is still. very large the Ornstein-Zern:i.ke theory 
should be correct arrl 1-videly applicable39. 
However, serious objections have been raised 1-rith respect to 
t,he Ornstein-Zernjj<e result$ a.t. the critical point. Green41 and 
Frisch and :sraczy44 ha.ve shown the fundamental assumption o:f the 
Ornstein-Zernike theory, i.e. the Fourier transf'orm o:f the pair 
distribution .function has a Taylor series expansion in pmrers 
of k2, to be inval:i.rl. at the critical point. The exper:i.Jnental 
problem is very difficult but several invest:i..gators44,45,39 
shovr a depart.ure i'rom the second p01-1er deperrlence upon .fre-
quency of' the scatterinG intensity i'or x-rays a1~ neutrons also 
data46,47 on i'erroma.gnetics has indicated the Ornstein-Zern1lce 
theory to be in error. It is nmr generally believed tbat39 
(III.10) 
for 
Our purpose here is to use the results given in the pre-
ceed.ing paragraphs in assessinr; the pred.ictions of the cell theor-y 
of a liquid Hith rei'erence to phase stability and the pa:'t..r distri-
but.ion function ner'lr t.l~e critical point. It is convenient for 
our objectives to recall an alternative4G,40,JG,JO approach to 
the Ornstein-Zernjj.;:e theor-.r 1-rhich is based on the t.hermod.yna.Ilic 
uork required to establish a density i'luctuation in the systm:1e 
This amount of Hork :ts the change in the HelJnhotz free enerGY. 
It is sho-vJn48 that a local fluctuation in the i'ree energy density 
F(r) differing from the hoNogeneous avera.:;e value F can be ex-
pressed as a T~lor series 
(III.11) 
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-c-.rhere higher order terms are negligilile. For the condition b > o 
the fluctuation in free energy has a rnin:Unurn indicating a stability 
of phase. In the e:xpa.nsion (a) is positive ani 
(III.12) 
1-rhich means a~o arrl T ~c ani I<T ....,.00, where I<.r is the isothermal 
compressibility. 
By studying the fluctuations of the Fourier components of the 
density near the critical point it can be shown that48 
for small values of k. The Fourier inverse yields 





It becomes clear that for b ~ o the phase is unstable arrl the 
pair distribution function lacks the form of the decreasing ex-
ponential. The general asymptotic form of the pair distribution 
function is thoueht to provide a criterion for the deterrrrl.nation 
of the stability of the phase o£ the :fluid. 
Ra.rt30 ani I.Z. Fisher49 have used this sort o£ argwnent 
under d:i££erent ci.rcUlllStances 1v-hlle here the tractability of the 
cell model theory is utilized to give more detailed information 
on the nature of the various decay £actors. Hart has used a 
"sel£-consistent t,hermodyn.amic methodology" that is capable of 
describing the inhomogeneous states o£ a system. 14'ithin the 
frame-work o£ this methodology a fourth order di:rferential equation 
of the pair coorelation function is developed ani solved :in the 
critical region. As a parameter is varied the solution is ob-
served to go from a form J.:ike equation II.14 :for T > Tc to a form 
like that given in equation III.15 for T <. Tc which agrees with 
the Ornste:in-Zernike theory. 
r.z. Fisher has discussed at J.ength the stab:Uity of a homo-
geneous phase in a series o:r papers49. He begins "t-Ti.th the well 
known Kirkwood equationS ani the Kirkt-rood superposition then 
applies Fourier trans:form techniques to :find a general :form for 
the pair distribution :f'Unction. The result is :in the :form of 
equation II.19 and the compJ.ex roots are found by an equation 
strikingly simiJ.ar to equation II.18. .Al.though I.Z. Fisher used 
the discrete swn nota ti.on in his discussions he probably has a 
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continuum of roots as is found here. It is shown by Fisher that 
any value of A , as defined here, that has an o( = 0 is a con-
o 
dition Qf unstable phase. This is the point of the present work 
because in this 1-10rk a value of ~ > 1 will give an asymptotic 
£or1n shown by equation II.25 which is an indication of an un-
stable phase. In Fisher 1 s work, as here, when C( 0 :/: 0 the phase 
is stable and the .form o.f the pair distribution .function is like 
that of equation II.26. Fisher does not make use of any theorems 
on asymptotic expansions merely picks off the first term o.r the 
smn. It is notet..rorthy that the :i.n.forma.tion obtained in this work 
is based on the cell-model whereas the work of I.Z. Fisher is 
based on the distribution .function approach o.f Kirkwood. 
Kirkwood and Boggs.50 (nee Honroe) investigated the stability 
o.f a liqu:id viith respect to small perturbations in the distribution 
.functions in a theory ;of' crystallization. In solving a lmear 
integrod:i.fferential equation they .found that an occurence of zeros 
on the real axis of an equation similar to II.18 causes the Fourier 
trans.form of a function, related to the small local perturbation 
in the .fluid, not to exist which is interpreted by them to mean 
an instability of the liquid phase -v;ith respect to small pertur-
bations and density fluctuations are propagated throughout the 
phase. Sample calculation of.fered by Kirkwood5° on a system 9f 
rigid spheres has a mathmatical form very similar to the uniform 
sphere model used here. The zeros on the real axis would in 
the terminology of this work be zeros with « 0 = 0, these 
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roots are mterpreted by I.z. Fisher ani by the work presented 
here as corxlitions o:r l.UlStable phase. The signif'icant dif':ference 
:is that here the basi.s :for discussion is uniquely the cell-model 
theory :for liquids. 
The solution o:r p (R) given m equation II. 21 is necessary 
in order to be complete with regards to the continuum o:r complex 
roots o:r equation II.18. The asymptotic :form :for the pair dis-
tribution :function given by equation II. 2.5 and II. 26 clarity 
the nature o:r the p (R) , thus it is that the discussion presented 
here with respect to thermodynam:i.c phase stability must then rest 
on the various values o:r the parameter A • 
It may be seen in :figures .5 ani 6 that as the pu-ameter 1/?a 
varies m the range 0 <. 1 /"A < 1 the leading an:l the dominant term 
in equati.on II.2.5 is o:r the order R-(1+ ~/Y) for J;:uoge R because 
:for i\ > 1 there t-TilJ. always be a term present in the pair distri.-
bution :fUnction where 
with 
a.rrl the pair distribution £unction has a :form o:r the order 
;c>(R) rv cos loto R + $o) 
R 
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According to the theory o:r the :fluctua t:i..ons o:r the :f'ree energy 
density mentioned above that a ,P(R) o:r this general order :i.s 
i.rxlicative o:r an unstab1e phase. In the range 7l <. 1 :figures 5 ani 
6 shot-v that the 1/1\ p1ane intercepts the x2(k) surface in a curve 
that is exc1usive o:r any complex roots that would have a kj such 
that p j = o. Then, the pa.ir distribution .f'unction has an asymp-
totic :form that is o:r an order that has an exponential. decay term 
clearly ind:i.cating a coniiti.on o:r stable phase. When A = 1 the 
system is in a transit:i.ona1 state between a reg :ion o:f instability 
am a regi.on stability or this is to say, the criti.cal point. 
It is interesting to note the pair d:i.stri.buti.on :function :for 
A ~ 1 :i.s a sum o:f exponentials that become increas:lngly more 
rapidly damped in the .form 
(III.16) 
with (.> 1 < (3 2 <. f.> 3 • • • • The ;3 j 1 s are actually a cont:inuum 
ani could provide a departure :from the Ornstein-Zernike theory. 
Th:i.s continuum o:f decay :factors is discussed by N. E. Fisher39 in 
terms o:r :increased powers o:r k2 to be :i.nc1uded :in the expans i.on 
o:r the Fourier trans:form o:f the direct correlati.on fUnction o:r 
the original Ornstein-Zernike theory. Ca1culations o:r a two 
dilnensi.ona.1 la.tt:i.ceJ9,43 gas have a similar result. Recent 
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caJ.cuJ..a ti.ons by Hemmer, Kac , and UhJ.enbeck.51 for a poterrt.:iaJ.. 
wi.th a strongly repul.si.ve core ar:rl a weakly attracti.ve long-
range eJqX>nential tall have also resulted in thi.s sort of be-
havi.or. Fisher39 i.s generally cri.ti.ca1 of the continuum type 
result because i.t could only provme the form 1 /R1+'t at. 
T = Tc i.f the seri.es 't-rould in some way fall to maintain the 
form indi.cated by III.16. Nevertheless, i.t is interesting that 
this result should arise in the case of a cell-model li.qu:id 
parti.cularly at the expense of so li.ttle calculation. Although 
the ri.gor of the present work is not comparable to that developed 
by Hemmer et. al. the co:n:qJari.son may be useful in strenetheni.ng 
the case for the celluar assumpti.ons. 
In order to fUrther di.scern the avaiJ.able informa.ti.on :in the 
ce1.1-model theory about phase stab:Ui.ty i.t is necessary to discuss 
the :isothermal conrpressi.b:Ui.ty KT• The compressi.blli.ty i.s related 




is the Fourier trans£orm o:f the pair distribution .function :for 
k = o. It is clear that t-rhere ,.- [f(o)] is in..i':i.nite the isotherrnal 
compressibility is infinite. Figure 7 shows that the only stable 
point in the phase plane that has an infinite compressibility is 
the critical point. The Fourier trans:form o£ the second order 
solution is rea.d:iJ.y available in the :formalism o:f this work. 
Equation II.12 shows the Fourier trans:form of R~(R) to be 
n_ (I<) :: c ]{tK) N (") 
I -A X\le) • (III.18) 
Since, it is only the region w-here V(p(o)] goes to in:fini·ty that 
is o:f interest, equation III.18 is expanded into a Taylor series 
and truncated :for pot.vers o:f k2 under the assurn.ption that k is 
near zero. Equation III. 18 has singularities :for srna.ll k :if A 
is near one. This is indicated by the denominator o:f equation 
III.18 since x2(k) approaches one :for snail complex k. The phy-
sical basis :for the interpretation o:f the region o£ complex space 
shm.vn in :figures 5 and 6 as being representative of the thermo-
dynamic critical region o:f the cell-model liquid is dependent 
upon the arguments mentioned earlier about pbase stability and 
:fluctuations in the :free energy density. 
The behavior o:f equation III.18 is strongly dependent upon 
x2(k) while N(k) a.J..though not explicitly de:f:ined, is assumed 
slowly varying with respect to k and is taken to be constant 
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for Slnall k. Equation II.J which represents x2(k) ~or a 




..Q (~) ~ Const. 
A:+~ 
- IJ;,..- A 
o.?. B 
• 
The Fourier inverse yields the .form 




vrhicl-1 agrees with the Ornstein-Zernike theory in the ree;ion o~ 
the critical point. 
The behavior o.f N(k) r11ay be vienved in a di.f~erent 1:my than 
·tha..t mentioned in the discussion above. Recalling that II.J2, 
be:fo.re the substitution o.f A p(R) :for Pc (R) , gives a series 
::tpp:roxirration relatine A (R) to ,P(R) as 
f>(R) ;/; lR) + AV/g <R) + ·• · 
• 
(III.21) 
The -term Av2 fOe (R) is then an approxil11ation to the di.ff'erence 
beiAv-een jO (R) and _,Pc (R) o It is noted that the term A V 2 ;Oc (R) 
in eq"Ua.tion II.21 is negative :for the nJaX:imums of' _/'c (R) and 
posi-tive :for the rnin:imuras which ind.icated that values of'/) (R) 
in eq'tlll tion III. 21 to be s14:;htly lo-vmr :for the rna.xiraums ani 
sl:L,shtly hit:;her :for the rninilmuns. This compares :favorably with 
the !.;und.1 results sh01·:rn in f'ieure 4. 
1'l1e solutions to the :first order approximate equation given 
eithe:t- by equation II.25 in the case of' the approxiraa.te integral 
equa-tion or by equation II.35 in the case of' the approximate di.f-
f'erent:i.al equation indicates that ~(R) of' ~ (R) , depending upon 
which is subst,ituted :for the other in the first order approximate 
equa-tions, is of the order of a decayil1.e; exponential divided by R. 
The cor:t-ective function N(R) is taken above as a measure of the 
diffe:t-ence between j>c (R) and f'(R) in the relationship 
(III.22) 
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As a rough indication of the general R dependence of N(R), equation 
III.22 would imp~ that the general R dependence of N(R) is of the 
same order as the JOc(R) arrl the {O(R) which is an exponential 
divided by R when the first order solutions are used for ~c (R) and 
.,0 (R). This is to say that the R dependence of N(R) is such that 
(III.2J) 
for all of R. The corrective :function N(R) of the second order 
approximation is taken to be roug~ a function of the order 
exp(-BR) /R which oscillates in nearly the same manner as the 
f>c(R) such that it causes the PcCR) to be more sharply peaked 
than the JO(R). In the rough sense indicated above, it is assun~ 
that 
s -8\R-R.\ } 
N < R) = 0 l A e R + ~ (, -A) 
(III.24) 
with A and B arbitrary constants subject to the con::lition eiven 
in equation III. 23 ar.d R0 the radius of the first maximum of f> (R). 
The second term on the right is such that equation III.22 is pro-
perly norroal:ized. ani the 0 symbol meaning that N (R) is of the 
order of the bracketed term. In the range of :interest for R> JA 
the val.ue of N (R) is greatest :in the region of the first ma.xi.mwn 
at R = R • 0 
V.Tith this rough description o:r N (R) it is possible to obtain 
a corresponding description o:r N(k). Agam, N(k) is the Fourier 
transform o:r R N(R) f'rom 't.Jhich it :follows that 
(III.25) 
where B is a constant ar:d the absolute val.ues o:r the exponent are 
necessary in order :Cor the integral to converge in the -R ranee. 
Since the discussion which :follows is :Cor small values o£ k, the 
term {'0 (1 - ')..) /"- is essentially zero because £or small values 
o:r k • i\ ~ 1 and its Fourier transform is thus neglected. This is 
to be seen in :figure 5 because unless ~ ~ 1 the contour o£ :inter-
section containing the roots equation II.18 does not possess a 
point m the neighborhood o:r the pomt ot = o, (6 = O, arxl 
x2(k) = 1. Only points :in the neighborhood o:r this point have 
an ~ arxl j2J such that 
N(k) :is :Coun:l £rom equation III.25, m the approximate 
sense implied above, to be 
N<..K) ~ I -8-t-S~"l. -+-k-z-1: )-
• (In.z6) 
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Equation III.18, :for s:ma.ll values o:r k, now appears as 
(k-- 0) . 
The pair distribution function is :round by taking the Fourier 
inverse to be 
I ( e-8R _ ( .. e-AoR) p({\):ff C, .. 
't-There c1 , c2 , D, and Ao are constants which still agrees v.rith 
the Ornstein-Zernike result given in equation III.20. 
Equation II.4 expresses x2(k) £or an Einstein liqutd with 
the molecule an independent isotropic oscillator. For small 
values o£ k equation II.4 becomes 
where 
Again 
X\K)" e-"'"1<1,~ 1-(o(k)'l.+ (~"')-.­
'2! 
n coi-h ( ~h:oT) 
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which is the well known Ornste:in-Zernike relationship. Thus, it 
is fourrl that the general. theory of the cell-model. as applied to 
these two particular models gives an asymptotic form :for the pa:ir 
distriliution function in the neighborhood of the critical point. 
The parameter i\ is a measure o:f how near the critical. tem-
perature the system is to be fourxi. It is possibJ.e, with a:id o:r 
equations III. 8 and III. 9, to de :fine this parameter in terms o:r 
therm~c properties. For the :isotropic oscillator the square 
of the decay factor :is given by equation III. 29. This is compar-




vJhere J is of' the order o:f 1 OA. .• 
1Jot-J· i\ has thermodynamic meaning and :from equation III. 25 
it can be noted that as 
\ . (III.32) 
For arc;on the range B0 -1 of "'c.he exponential is 103A by equation 
III. 29 v-rhen T - T c = 1 o-3 °K, this value is o:f the order of the 
meniscus boundary betvreen the tHo phases under these conditions. 
Equation III. 31 gives a value of 1 /"A = 1 + 6. 64 X 1 o-9. This 
value corresponds to the requirement on;\ given earlier for the 
condition of' stable phase. 
CH.Al?TER IV 
SDMruutY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The cell-model theory o:r s:i.m.ple liquids :is tested in terms 
o:r its structural properties namely the molecular pair distribu-
tion f'unction. This is done in contrast to the usual approach 
which is judging the cell-model in the light o:r its success in 
predicting the thermodynamic properties o:r a liquid calculation 
through its partition £unction. These structural properties are 
evaluated with respect to the problem o:r long range vs. short 
range order in a cell-model liquid and structural i.mplica tions 
upon phase stability in the neighborhood o:r the critical point. 
The basis :for this investigation was an integral equation de-
rived by Lund 1 relating the molecular pair distribution to the 
cell-centered pair distribution and a chosen internal cell-
model. The arguments are put :forth using two suggested inter-
nal cell-models , a spherical cell vri th un:Lrorm probability 
throughout and an isotropic oscillator mode. The integral 
equation is solved by putting it into scalar :form and converting 
it into an approximate integrodif':ferential equation by replacing 
the cell-center pair distribution by a function that is linearly 
dependent upon the molecular pair distribution and a variable 
parameter~ • A general :form o:r the solution o:r the approximate 
equation is :round in a :form irxiependent o:r the particular cell-
model chosen. This :form o:r the solution may then be interpreted 
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in the light o£ any plausible cell-rn.odel, both £or the £h-st and 
second order approxj_ma tions. Here, the two previously mentioned. 
cell-models are used.. AJ. though complete numerical eva.luat ion is 
thwarted by an excessive deperxlence on e~erimenta:l data in order 
to evaluate the :ma.n,y constants o£ integration it is noted that 
the pair distribution .function £or the cell-model liquid need not 
necessarily be o£ long range order but deper.rls upon the as:yll'q)totic 
£orm o£ the cell-center distribution. The solutions to the first 
and secorrl order approx:i.lnate equations are observed to have the 
proper characteristics o£ the liquid state, i.e. oscillator.y 
dependence upon the radial distance R with a decay o£ the order 
-~\\ e_ 
R 
1-vhere k is a measure o£ the range o£ interaction between molecules. 
It is also noted that here the osc:UJ..a.tory .frequencies ani the 
decay £actors make up a continuum where former calculations have 
produced. onl.y' discrete values. Evidence presented here also in-
dicates that the cell-center pair distribution function is approx-
imately linearly depen:ient upon the molecular pah- distribution 
£unction. 
The parameter :A is shown to be thermodynamicaD.y meaningful 
as it is a measure o£ the di.f£erence between the temperature o£ 
the system ani the critical temperature. \Vl1.en the parameter i\ is 
varied :f'rom a value greater than one to a value less than one it 
is observed that system passes .from a region o:r unstable phase 
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throueh the critical point into a stable phase. The critical 
value o:f A is one. The results o:f the solution o:f the approx-
imate integral equations are :foun:l to agree with Ornstein-Zernj.Jce 
theory in the region o:f the critical pomt :for each o:f the t-v10 
models suggested.. HOt.vever, it is noted. that the solutions men-
tioned earlier have a continuum o:f exponential decay :factors not 
unlike those :found :i..n the more rigorous approach o:f Hemmer, Ka.c, 
a.rrl Uhlenbeck51. 
Phenom:ooalogical:cy it would seem that the ordering o:f the 
real pair distribution :runction :in the critical region should not 
e::x.--tend as :far as that given by a cell-model because of' the :fact 
that the trapped. atoms or cells are breaking up due to the l.art;e 
:fluctuations. This should be true even though the cell-r11odel, in 
this case, is :free o:f lone; range order. From the :fact that, this 
:model predicts the Ornstein-Zernike p (R), it ~.vould :foll01·r tlnt 
-c..rhen the atoms in a real f'luid begin to break out of' the cells 
due t,o the large f'luctu.a tions the ordering uould not be as lone 
ranc;e as that of the cell theory. In an irrl:irect way this len:ls 
support to the viet-'1 that :for a real :fluid the pair d:Lstriliution 
:function in the region o:f the critical point has a :form other than 
the Ornstein-Zernike p (R). 
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